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linda.bump@newriders.com

Mail:

Linda Bump
Senior Acquisitions Editor
New Riders Publishing
800 East 96th Street, 3rd Floor
Indianapolis, IN 46240 USA
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INTRODUCTION

Why I Wrote This Book
t’s a funny story, actually. I was sitting alone in my apartment having just
watched Terms of Endearment for the fifth time, and I was still crying when the
phone rang. It was the President. He said, “Shane, I need to ask you a favor. I need
you to write a book and I need that book to change the world.” I replied, “I’ll do it,
but I need to know all about Area 51, one hundred thousand dollars, and a lifetime subscription to Marie Claire.” Okay, so one out of three ain’t bad. After I
finished looking at the alien bodies, I got right to work on this book.

I

So, there is an actual reason that I wrote this book. This series of books created by
Scott Kelby already includes two other programs that I use on a regular basis:
Dreamweaver and Photoshop. To be honest, I had only heard of the Killer Tips series
of books and had never read one at all. When I was told that an opportunity to
write one was coming up, I was a little apprehensive. I had no idea of the content
or what such a book would require of me. After looking over the Dreamweaver
and Photoshop books that had come before, the decision was easy. I thought,
“Flash designers need a book like this!” Actually, if nothing else, I wanted to compile all the tips I had run across or discovered in my years of using Flash so that I
could have a quick reference. Let’s face it: When you read through a magazine, the
first thing
you look at is the photos or the balloon text in the margins of Marie Claire. Well, you
won’t find anything in the margins of this book because everything in it is a margin
tip. The entire book is just a collection of Flash tips that will help you work better
and faster, and ultimately get a call from the President yourself.

Is This Book for You?
I don’t know how this book wouldn’t be for you. I know every author toots his
own horn this way, but honestly I wrote a book that, had someone else written it,
I would want to own. When it comes to Flash, we all know that the program is
ever-expanding and continually becoming more complex. That means more
shortcuts to get things done. Since there are so many tips like this, I always had
a hard time remembering them all or at least remembering to use them all. So
to be honest, this book is as much for me as it is for you. Which is kind of strange.
I mean, I’m sitting working, and then I go to my own book as a reference.
I know what you’re saying. “Where can I get a free subscription to Marie Claire?”
Well, maybe I can put in a good word for you with the White House. In the meantime, try asking yourself this question instead… “If Flash is so huge and robust,
couldn’t you have put in 10,000 tips?” Of course I could have. I could have made
every little shortcut in the entire program into a tip, but then the book would be
3,000 pages and very hard to flip through or use as a reference. What I’ve done is
xxiii

chosen the tips that have always helped and excited me. These are what I consider
to be “Killer Tips.” There were many times while writing that I would come across a
tip that I always knew, but just seldom used. I actually became excited while rediscovering them, and I think whether you are discovering or rediscovering them, you
will too. Because the book was written to be a collection of the best tips for everyone, from the beginner to the expert, I know for a fact this book is for you. If it’s not
for you, go ahead and buy it just to make sure.

Okay, How Do I Begin?
Start by taking out a fresh envelope, putting $1,000 inside, and sending it to New
Riders c/o Shane Elliott. Okay, now you’re ready to start the book. Actually, as
with any other book, you might think you should begin by flipping to the first
page of the tips and going from there. However, this book was not intended to
be read straight through. Ultimately, I wrote the book to be a categorized collection of tips, and you can jump from one page to the next to find the kind of stuff
you need without having to read through the entire book. You don’t need any
special software (other than Flash MX 2004, of course); there’s no CD-ROM
included with a bunch of tutorials that can be confusing and hard to manage.
Keep in mind that I spell out each step for each tip, so if you’re an avid Flash user,
don’t get frustrated if you see (CTRL-F8) every time I mention converting something to a symbol. The tips are designed to operate completely on their own, and
most of them don’t require you to even have read anything else in the book to
be effective. Just flip to any page of the book and start applying these useful
hints. It’s as simple as that.

Is This Book for Macintosh, Windows, or Both?
Because there’s no CD-ROM or any additional software required, this book is for
any and all Flash MX 2004 users. Because this release of Flash MX runs under OS
X on the Mac side, you’ll need to have that, but I’m sure you figured that out
when you bought the program. Of course since Flash looks slightly different on
the Mac than on a PC, you will notice that some of your screens may not be identical to mine, but luckily Macromedia has made sure that Flash works exactly the
same on the Mac as it does on Windows. The only true variations you’ll see is that
the keyboard shortcuts are different. But, guess what…I actually put in both sets
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of shortcuts throughout. How about that? You love me, right?

How to Use This Book
This book can be used for many different things. You can put it on your coffee
table to increase your social status amongst friends. You can use it to even out a
lopsided table. You can roll it up and smack someone in the head. Or, you can
actually read the thing every now and then. I’d recommend the latter. What I do
is just make sure this is with me when I work. When it’s by my side, I feel like I can
always jump to a page and find just the thing I need. I hope you will find this, too.
Make sure to check out www.killerflashtips.com, where you can find copy
updates, corrections, and even additional tips that are discovered after the book’s
release.

What Not to Do
There’s one thing that you must never do when reading this book. I mean it—this is
really, really important, and if you do this, you may never be the same again. I saw
one guy do this thing, and he just ended up sitting in his chair and drooling on himself for the years that followed. It was really strange and I can’t quite explain it, but
take my word for it. Don’t go flipping through my book looking for sidebar tips.
They just aren’t there. Because the entire book is sidebar tips. Oh, and don’t ever tell
anyone about my Marie Claire subscription. It’s personal and people might get the
wrong idea.
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FOREWORD

Flash MX 2004 Killer Tips
Edited by Scott Kelby
Welcome to Flash MX 2004 Killer Tips. As Editor for the Killer Tips series,
I can't tell you how excited and truly gratified I am to see this concept of
creating a book that is cover-to-cover nothing but tips, extend from my
original book (Photoshop Killer Tips) into Flash MX 2004 Killer Tips.
TIP
If you were writing a
book, and you had
a really cool tip, an
amazing trick, or an
inside secret or shortcut,
you wouldn't bury it
among hundreds of
paragraphs of text.
You'd make it stand out:
You'd put a box around
it, maybe put a tint
behind it, and if it was
really cool (and short
and sweet), you'd get
everybody's attention
by starting with the
word "Tip!"
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The idea for this series of books came to me when I was at the bookstore
looking through the latest Photoshop books on the shelf. I found myself
doing the same thing to every book I picked up: I'd turn the page until I
found a paragraph that started with the word "Tip." I'd read the tip, then
I'd keep turning until I found another sidebar tip. I soon realized I was
hooked on tips, because I knew that if I were writing the book that's
where I'd put all my best material. Think about it: If you were writing a
book, and you had a really cool tip, an amazing trick, or an inside secret
or shortcut, you wouldn't bury it among hundreds of paragraphs of text.
No way! You'd make it stand out: You'd put a box around it, maybe put a
tint behind it, and if it was really cool (and short and sweet), you'd get
everybody's attention by starting with the word "Tip!"
That's what got me thinking. Obviously, I'm not the only one who likes
these tips, because almost every software book has them. There's only
one problem: There's never enough of them. And I thought, "Wouldn't it
be great if there were a book that was nothing but those cool little tips?"
(Of course, the book wouldn't actually have sidebars, since what's in the
sidebars would be the focus: nothing but cool shortcuts, inside secrets,
slick ways to do the things we do everyday, but faster—and more fun—
than ever!) That was the book I really wanted, and thanks to the
wonderful people at New Riders, that's the book they let me write (along
with my co-author and good friend Felix Nelson). It was called Photoshop
Killer Tips, and it became an instant bestseller because Felix and I were
committed to creating something special: A book where every page
included yet another tip that would make you nod your head, smile,
and think "Ahhh, so that's how they do it."

If you've ever wondered how the pros get twice the work done in half the time,
it's really no secret: They do everything as efficiently as possible. They don't do
anything the hard way. They know every timesaving shortcut, every workaround,
every speed tip, and as such they work at full speed all the time. They'll tell you,
when it comes to being efficient, and when it comes to staying ahead of the competition: Speed Kills!
Well, what you're holding in your hand is another Killer Tips book:
A book packed cover-to-cover with nothing but those cool little sidebar tips
(without the sidebars). Shane Elliot has captured the spirit and flavor of what a
Killer Tips book is all about. I can't wait for you to get into it, so I'll step aside and
let him take the wheel, because you're about to get faster, more efficient, and
have more fun in Flash MX 2004 than you ever thought possible.
Have fun and enjoy the ride!
All my best,
Scott Kelby, Series Editor
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Whenever people ask me what Flash
is used for, I say, “I have no idea—I
just pay some guy to do all my work
and copy things I read in other books.” They

Win, Lose, or Draw? Draw!
Create Better Effects and Animations
usually look at me for a second and then
begin to cry. I can’t explain it, but maybe it’s
because around that time I kick them in the
shin. So finally I had to ask someone what
Flash’s purpose is and here’s what they said…
“Well, Shane, Flash is first and foremost an
animation tool. When it was first used, the
sole purpose was to allow for compact, fluid
animations that were small in size and nice to
look at. The interesting thing is that with the
onset of the post-war ethical… blah, blah,
blah.” That’s about the time I phased out of
the conversation. What I did learn is that
Flash is capable of creating very powerful animations, so I decided to dedicate this chapter
to teaching all of you the secrets of making
your animations faster, prettier, and better.
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CUSTOM GRADIENTS

Click to add
a color stop

Let’s face it, the default gradients in Flash are
pretty much worthless. I’m sure they had their
reasons for including these particular gradients, but I can’t fathom what they are. Thank
God we are able to make our own. To do so, go
to the Color Mixer panel (open it using SHIFTF9) and choose Linear or Radial instead of Solid
from the drop-down menu. To edit an existing
color, select the little square handle under the
Gradient bar (known as a color stop) and
choose a new color from the spectrum. To add
a new Color stop, click anywhere along the gradient bar where you see
your cursor has a little plus sign next to it. To remove a stop, click it and
drag down until you see it disappear. When you have a gradient that you
are happy with, click the Color Mixer’s panel menu (top right) and choose
Add Swatch. You’ll now see your new gradient listed along with the other
defaults. Custom swatches are visible only for the file you make them in.

REALISTIC SPHERE

Fill
Transform
Tool

We all know that Flash doesn’t support true 3D objects. So how do
people make those shapes that appear to be 3D? For example, it would
be nice to make a somewhat realistic-looking sphere, don’t you think?
Let’s try it. Draw a basic circle with no stroke and a simple spherical
gradient from the default list of gradients in the color picker. Activate
the Fill Transform Tool from the Toolbar and select the circle on your
Stage. You’ll see that you now have four handles that appear, each
controlling a different aspect of the gradient. First grab the circle in the
center of the gradient and drag it slightly up and to the left. Now grab
the middle handle of the right three and drag it
down and to the left so that the gradient
appears as though it’s a 3D light cast down on
a real sphere. You may need to adjust here and
there to get the right effect, and turning off
Snap To Objects can help your dragging
accuracy. Hey, not a bad-looking sphere!
Handles
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AM I TRIPPING?
For some, this will be useful; for others, just a fun, trippy thing to do every once in a while
to impress your friends. When you have any tween or any movement on your Timeline by
any means, there is an option in the Flash Timeline to let you view several frames of an animation at a time. This feature is referred to as Onion Skinning, but without the tears. To
enable Onion Skinning, look to the bottom of the Timeline directly under the first frame.
The second button from the left toggles the Onion Skinning mode.
Once you’re in that mode, you can move the black brackets above the Timeline by grabbing their center to cover the desired range you want to be included in the Onion Skinning
view. This can be very useful when applying frame-by-frame animation techniques because
it enables you to see ahead or behind for a reference.

Onion Skinning button
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REALISTIC DROP-SHADOW
With Flash MX 2004, you get built-in set of Timeline Effects and one of
them even allows you to create a drop-shadow for any object. The only
problem is that the result looks very amateurish. Why not make a more
realistic drop-shadow? Start by drawing a simple circle on your Stage.
Now select it, copy it using CTRL-C, create a new Layer, and name it
“shadow.” With the shadow layer selected, press CTRL-SHIFT-V (Paste in
Place). This will paste the circle in the exact same position as where you
copied it from, but of course on your new layer. Now move that newly
pasted circle a few pixels to the right and down so that it goes slightly
beyond the original. Next, change the color of the shadow circle to any
shade of gray using the Paint Bucket. With the gray circle selected, go
under Modify, then Shape, then choose
Soften Fill Edges. Enter 10 for the distance
and 40 for the number of steps and then
click OK. Finally, move the shadow layer
beneath the original layer in the Timeline.
The end result is a pretty nice-looking
drop-shadow effect, and of course you
could follow the same steps for any shape
you may have.

CAREFUL WITH THOSE SHAPES
Flash is very unique in the way it handles shapes that overlap each
other. For this to work, the shapes mentioned must be on the same
layer. Create a blue circle and a red circle on your Stage. Now overlap
the red circle with the blue. Now unselect the blue circle by pressing
ESC and then move the blue circle away from the red. You’ll notice
that the blue circle has taken a bite out of the red. Basically, in Flash,
if you overlap shapes of different colors, they cut into each other;
whereas, shapes of the same color will actually combine to form
a unified shape. Many have argued over the usefulness of this
behavior, but imagine trying to create a perfect half moon without
this ability. Sure it’s possible, but after how much work? I for one think this behavior allows
for limitless uses that you can now go out and discover. Go my children, explore.
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LOOK MA, THEY’RE PERFECT

Pencil
Tool

Ever wondered how Da Vinci drew that perfect circle? He used
Flash, of course. Select the Pencil Tool from the Toolbar and make
sure to set the Pencil Mode under Options to Straighten. I know,
it sounds strange to use Straighten when you want to draw a
perfect circle, but trust me on this one. Now draw the best circle
you can on your Stage. If you get even marginally close, Flash will
make it perfect for you. Now you can try drawing other shapes
like ovals, rectangles, and triangles and watch Flash continue to
make perfect shapes for you. Of course, Flash can only do so
much, so don’t think that drawing
some whacked-out circle will
result in one that Da Vinci himself
would envy. Flash simply does
the best it can, so you have to get
kinda close.

QUICK, PUT ON THE MASK!
For a simple Mask effect in a few short steps, start by placing some
artwork to be the mask on a layer. Now create a new layer and put
all your items to be masked on that layer. It is wise to name the layers, so you might as well name them “Mask” and “Masked” respectively. Now comes the hard part. Move the Mask layer so that it is
directly above the layer containing the items to be masked. Now
double-click the Mask layer, set its type to Mask, and click OK. Flash
should automatically include the layer under the Mask layer as
being masked and lock both layers for you, which enables you to
preview the Mask effect.
If for some reason Flash does not automatically do this (it has its
issues), then double-click the Masked layer, set it to Masked, and
then lock both layers. That was pretty dern easy now, wadn’t it?
Yeehaw!
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PREBUILT ANIMATIONS
There are a lot of Flash programs out there that have built-in animations and are designed
solely to let people animate things without needing to really know how a Flash Timeline
works. Well, guess what? Go ahead, guess. Okay, I’ll tell
you. Flash now has its own built-in Animations, referred
to as Timeline Effects. It’s as simple as can be to apply
one. Right-click on any object (shape, symbol, and so on)
on your Stage and go to Timeline Effects, which will display a list of pre-built effects for you to choose from.
Picking any effect will usually bring up a quick little settings window that enables you to specify parameters for
the effect. Once you think you have what you want, click
OK and Flash does all the work for you. After an effect
has been applied, you can easily change it or remove it
by selecting Edit or Remove Effect from the same place
you picked the effect itself, after right-clicking the object
with the effect applied, of course.
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GUIDING A MASK OR MASKING A GUIDE
Although creating Motion Guides and Masks can be relatively
straightforward, what may not be is how to combine the two
effects. Let’s say you want to apply a mask to some objects that
are part of a Motion Guide. At first you may consider moving
your guided layers under your Mask layer, but that will just
disable one or the other and make your guided layers masked.
Instead, try placing your Mask effect in a movie clip that you
create in your Library. Put only your mask and masked layers in
the movie clip, and when you have it just the way you want it,
you can switch to the Timeline where the guide is or create a
guide if one does not exist. Now place your newly created symbol containing your Mask effect on a layer under your guide,
attach it to the guide path, set that layer to be guided, and vóila!
You can now effectively guide a mask. Of course, the same process works in the other direction
when masking a guide, but it can require some more time to make sure that your guided animation is fully visible through the area you defined as your mask.

TEXT THAT MORPHS
You can use a Shape Tween when you want to move a shape across the Stage or to change
a circle into a square. However, you can’t apply a Shape Tween to text fields and have them
morph from one word to another. Can you? Actually you can, but there are a few steps
involved in doing so. As you may or may not know, a text field is not a shape, it’s an object,
and objects respond to Motion Tweens, not Shape Tweens, so it’s time to be clever.
Add some text to the first frame of your Timeline.
Now add a keyframe to frame 20 and change the
text there to something different from what’s on
frame 1. Now (with the text field selected) press
CTRL-B to Break Apart the text field. At first it will
separate the word into individual letter blocks.
Press CTRL-B again to break those letters into
shapes. Repeat that step for the text on frame 1.
Finally create a Shape Tween to animate between
the two keyframes. There it is, a neat little text
effect commonly referred to as morphing.
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STRETCH IT TO THE LIMIT

What happens
when you drag
a line segment

What happens
when you drag
a corner point

There are several applications that are designed to create
vector artwork—Flash included, of course. The ways in which
these programs enable you to create that artwork, however,
is not always the same. Case in point would be the capability
in Flash to manipulate shapes you’ve drawn. Start by drawing a simple circle or square and then activate the Arrow Tool
(V). Roll over the edge of the shape you drew until you see a
small curved line beside your arrow cursor. Click and drag in
any direction. When you let go, you’ll see that your once-simple shape is now quite custom. Grabbing points as opposed
to a straight area will produce different results.

This ability to manipulate shapes with such ease is a key
benefit to using Flash, so I suggest you exploit it. There is just no limit to what you can do,
so stretch it to the limit one more time!

REALISTIC MOTION
One of the hardest things to do in animation is recreate a
realistic movement that you might see in real life. Create a
circle, convert it to a symbol, and then create a quick animation using a Motion Tween so that the circle moves up and
then back down to its original position (similar to the motion
of a ball bouncing). Select any frame in the first Motion
Tween, go to the Property inspector, and set the numeric
Ease value to 100. Now select any frame in the second
Motion Tween and set its Ease value to -100. Play your animation again and you will see that the animation looks very
much like a real ball being thrown up into the air.
Any negative number is for easing in, meaning the animation will begin slow and speed up, while a positive value
means the opposite. You can also use the slider to change
the Ease value instead of typing it in.
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SIMPLIFY YOUR SHAPES
Often, whether you draw a shape by hand in Flash or import vector artwork from another
application such as Illustrator or Freehand, there is a similar result—a result that we are
often unaware of. Shapes can become overly complex with irregular curves or crooked
lines. To simplify these shapes, Flash gives you two options. Click the Arrow Tool and look
at the two options at the base of the Toolbar. On the left, you see Smooth, and on the right,
Straighten. Both of these options can help to simplify the number of points in your shapes,
thereby making the shapes faster to render and reducing your file size a little. To apply
either of these effects, simply select a shape, activate your Arrow Tool, and press either button. This will apply the simplification and slightly change the look of your drawing. Oh, and
you can apply these multiple times to optimize the shape more and more each time.

Smooth
Straighten

Original
Smoothing applied
Straighten applied
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CUSTOM EASING
Setting the Ease value of a tween
in the Property inspector is very
effective for making some more interesting animations. There is another
way to simulate easing without ever
Keyframe
changing the Ease value. Create at
on Frame
least a 20-frame Motion Tween of a
15 is moved
symbol moving across your Stage.
to the left
Now add a keyframe in the middle of
the tween and move it close to the beginning of the animation. If you test your movie, you’ll
see that it has a similar effect to setting an Ease value for the tween. The difference is that you
have more control over this style of easing. You can move that middle keyframe closer to the
beginning or end of the tween to get different effects. You can also add more keyframes and
move them around to see what happens. Just make sure that you add keyframes after the
tween is in place for the trick to work properly.

TEXT BLOCKS, THERE’S ROOM FOR EVERYONE
Text fields are
often underestimated.
Many of their
features go
Two fonts in
unused or
same field
unnoticed by
the average user. One of these features that can be very useful is the handling of more than
one font in a given field. Start by creating two or more lines of text on your Stage within
the same block. Highlight one of the lines of text and leave the other unselected. Now,
using the Property inspector, change any of its properties. This can be very helpful if you
want to highlight code in your text as I do in the book like this without having to
create several fields and position them individually.
All the
same font

You’ll have to make good decisions about when to use this method because it can cause
delays if you want to quickly change your fonts.
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BITMAPPED TYPE
Painting text with a bitmap image could seem like an
advanced task at first. Here’s how to make the advanced,
very simple by using a mask.
Create a layer named “Text Mask” and place the text you want
on the Stage. Create another layer named “Image” and place
a bitmap or anything you’d like to show through your text on
that layer. Make sure the “Image” layer is under “Text Mask,”
double-click the “Text Mask” layer, and change its type to
Mask. Now change the “Image” layer’s type to Masked. Finally,
make sure your text is right over the image and lock both layers to preview the effect. This is a rather impressive outcome
considering the small amount of work required to accomplish
it. Oh, and I
recommend
using very
bold text to
make more
of the image
visible.

RESIZING TEXT FIELDS
There has been a lot of discussion about text fields in this
book. There are several tips on changing the size of text
blocks and what not. The only thing we haven’t talked
about is how to actually scale text (stretch it). To do that,
just activate the Free Transform Tool, select the text block,
and go to town. Guess what? The text field is still editable
after you’ve stretched it all over.
That was a quick tip, wasn’t it? Didn’t even take long to
read. I like that.
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I’M FADING FAST
With the introduction of behaviors in Flash MX 2004, a simple
fade is an easy thing to create. Okay, that’s great, but these
behaviors aren’t going to work in every situation. What if you
wanted a shape to morph into another while it fades out? Not
going to happen with a behavior.
The great thing is that even without behaviors, fading effects
aren’t difficult to create. Create a simple Motion Tween (must
be tweening a symbol). On the last keyframe, go to the
Property inspector, click the Effects button, and set the Alpha
to 0. That’s all there is to it. Now you have a basic fade-out
effect.
The same thing applies for a Shape Tween. You can use the
tip about See Through Shapes to set the right Alpha for a
shape. Use behaviors when you can, but keep this one under
your hat for those customized situations.

THERE’S TOO MUCH PRESSURE
If you’re using a drawing tablet to create
artwork in Flash, you’re one of the lucky ones.
I love these things because they give you a
much more natural sense of control over your
drawings. Flash even steps up to help you
make what you draw as natural as possible.
With a tablet installed, activate the Paintbrush Tool in Flash and look at the
Use Pressure option just under the word “Options” on the right. Activating this
option will tell Flash to sense the amount of pressure you’re using while painting, giving your strokes a more natural look. I know several animators who
would never use Flash if it didn’t have this simple feature. If you don’t see the
option I’m referring to, then you’ll need to go out and buy a tablet to see it.
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SUPER FAST TWEENING
There are several actions that we repeat
over and over when creating a Flash
movie or application. Creating a tween is
arguably at the top of this list. That being
true, it would only make sense that there
would be a super-fast way to create these
crazy tweens. Also, it appears that the
people at Macromedia have decided that
Motion Tweens are even more common
than Shape Tweens because this tip only
works for Motion Tweens.
If you right-click (OPT-click on Mac) any
frame in your Timeline, at the top of the
list of options you’ll see “Create Motion Tween.” Selecting this option will quickly create a
Motion Tween for that span of frames. Super fast!

SEE-THROUGH SHAPES

Grid offering a
preview of the
transparency
Alpha setting

If you’ve ever wanted transparent text or
shapes without going through the hassle of
converting them to a symbol first, then
you’re not alone. Transparency is a fun
setting to play with, and it’s very easy to do
so. When choosing a color (stroke or fill),
instead of using the options in the Toolbar
or the Property inspector, look at the Color
Mixer panel (SHIFT-F9). Turn any color transparent by choosing the color and setting
the value in the Alpha field to something
below 100%. The lower the value, the more transparent your color will be.
You’re even given a little grid underlay so you can preview how transparent the color will be. Now just apply the color as you normally would and
bam! Instant transparency without converting to a symbol.
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LET FLASH FOLLOW YOUR LEAD
From time to time, I hear about crazy situations where a person has a tween set up, and
they decide to add a keyframe to change it somehow. Okay, it’s not crazy—it’s a pretty
common thing, and everyone has needed to do it occasionally. You could do the typical
adding of a keyframe to the tween and then move your item on the new frame, but you
can do it even quicker. Here’s how….
Set up a tween and select any frame in it. Now simply move the object on the Stage to
where you want it. Look at the Timeline and you’ll see that Flash has added a keyframe for
you. No need to even use the pesky keyboard for this one. Flash behaves as any good servant should—it anticipates what the master wants and does the work for the master. That’ll
do, Flash. That’ll do.

DEGREES IN EVERY DIRECTION
Using the Line Tool isn’t the most difficult thing to do. You basically just drag the line you
want between two points and there it is. It can be hard to create certain angles, though.
So, try holding down the SHIFT key while creating a line, which will
enable you to draw lines on any 45-degree angle. You can draw perfectly
flat horizontal lines, vertical lines, or a 45-degree angle directly in
between. Just another little tip to help take the guesswork out of making
your visions come to life.
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MULTIPLICITY
For the most part, when you want to create a tween of any kind, you select a frame in a
frame span and set the Tween option in the Property inspector. However you decide to
apply your tween, one thing seems to remain true. You can only create one tween at a time.
In actuality, you can add many tweens at once by simply selecting multiple frames that are
in different frame spans.
NOTE: A frame span is a series of
frames between two keyframes.
If you have multiple frame spans
that you’d like to animate quickly,
just select frames across each span
you want to animate and set your
Tween in the Property inspector as
you normally would. Immediately, all
frame spans selected will have the
tween applied. This can save a lot of
time in a case where you have many
layers that have keyframes set properly and just need to be animated.
Yeehaw, another time-saver!

NOW THAT’S SHAPELY
It’s a common thing to select some artwork and press F8 to convert it to a symbol, but did
you know that you also can convert a symbol instance back into a shape? Select any group
or symbol instance on the Stage and press CTRL-B to execute the Break Apart command.
This will essentially break the object apart, leaving behind only what was inside of it. So if
you had a symbol instance of a circle that was just a shape, then you’d convert that
instance back into the shape.

Broken

Intact

This can be tricky, though. For instance, if you have an
object with many other objects inside of it, and you break
it apart, you’ll end up with all those objects on your Stage.
To make sure that you break it completely into shapes, you
can simply press CTRL-B over and over until you see that
only shapes remain.
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ANIMATION TO SYMBOL
Nesting is placing animations inside symbols and symbols in symbols and so on…. It’s always
a good idea to make use of nesting as often as possible. I for one have often gone off the handle and been so carried away by my wonderful work that I forgot to create a symbol to contain it. I’m sure I’m not alone, right? But it’s one thing to convert a selected object that’s not
moving into a symbol. It’s something different to convert an entire timeline. Or is it?
To convert any timeline to a symbol, press CTRL-ALT-A (SHIFT-CMD-A on Mac) while viewing
that timeline. You’ll notice that this selects the entire timeline and everything on it. Now
press CTRL-ALT-X or OPT-CMD-X on Mac
(Cut Frames), then CTRL-F8 to create a
new symbol. Name the symbol and press
OK. This takes you to your new symbol’s
timeline. Once here, select the empty
keyframe on Frame 1 and then press
CTRL-ALT-V or CMD-F8 on Mac to paste
your cut frames into the new timeline.
You’ll have to clean up your original timeline a bit
because it will have empty frames from the cut, but
other than that, you’re done.

LETTER BY LETTER, I’LL KERN THEM ALL
More and more of you are coming to Flash from a print production background. You’re used
to using InDesign or Quark, and for many of you Flash is a strange world. Although Flash
certainly lacks the text layout power of any good print production program, it does have a littleknown ability that could go overlooked. Typically when you select a text field, you are able to
set Auto Kern on or off to let Flash adjust the spacing between each letter itself. However, let’s
say you need only certain letters to have more space between them than others.
Create some text on your Stage and select
an individual letter. Go to your Property
inspector and set the Character Spacing
value to 20. Doing this will increase the spacing for that
character alone on its right side. You can adjust any letter’s spacing to get your own customized kerning. The
only problem is that there is no way to save the kerning
settings for a letter or font, so you’ll have to do this for
each letter all the time. It is helpful though, isn’t it?
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EVEN SHAPES NEED A HINT
In this book, you’ve heard the term “hint” several
times. Normally it has referred to ActionScript.
Until now. There is another type of hint in Flash
known as a shape hint. Here’s an example showing
how it works.
Make sure Snap to Objects is enabled, and then
create a square on Frame 1 of your Timeline. Now
add an empty keyframe on Frame 24 and place a
circle of similar size to the Stage. Add a Shape
Tween to the frame span so it will morph from a
square to the circle. Watch the animation and see
how Flash morphs from one to the next. Now go
to the first keyframe of the tween and press CTRLSHIFT-H (SHIFT-CMD-H on Mac). You’ll see a small
red circle with an “a” in it appear. This is called a
shape hint. Press CTRL-SHIFT-H again. Drag the “b”
circle up to the bottom-left corner of the square
until it snaps in place. Drag the “a” to the bottomright corner. Go to Frame 24 and drag the “b” to
the top-right edge of the circle and the “a” to the
top left. They should snap in place and turn green
to indicate that they’re set.
When you replay the animation, you’ll see that the
same animation morphs in a whole new way. Flash
matches the point of each shape hint on each
keyframe to that of the next. This enables you to
actually control the way your shapes animate. Add
as many hints as you like and right-click any of
them to remove one or all of them. Doesn’t get
much more powerful than that.
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STAY INSIDE THE LINES

Brush
Mode
button

I bet you heard this a lot when you were a
child. I actually still have people telling me this
as an adult. Scary, I know. Luckily, there is a
nifty little option that will make staying in the
lines a piece of cake when you’re creating artwork in Flash.
Create any outline of a shape without a fill color.
Activate the Paintbrush Tool and look at the
Brush Mode option at the bottom of the
Toolbar. Choose Paint Inside, and as long as you
start your brush stroke inside the lines, you can
scribble as much as you like without ever going
outside the lines. Where was this feature when I
was doing Highlights magazines?

Painting with
Paint Inside
mode active
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Make sure your outline (stroke) is connected
so that Flash can properly determine what the
inside is. Oh, and there are other cool Brush
modes too. Play with them as well. Also, try
starting your brush stroke outside the outlines
of your object, and you’ll see that Flash will
paint only “outside” the closed shape. It’s
almost as if Flash is treating the outside as an
“inside.” Weird, huh?
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FLIP IT, FLIP IT GOOD
Let’s just cut right to the chase on this one.
Draw a circle on Frame 1 of your Timeline
and convert it to a symbol by selecting it
and pressing (F8). Add another keyframe
on Frame 20 and add a Motion Tween to
the span of frames. On the final keyframe,
select the circle instance, go to Modify >
Transform, and choose Flip Horizontal.
Now watch your animation and you’ll see
that a nice little coin flip effect is in place.
Of course, you don’t have to use this tool
for animations only. It can be very helpful
when you just need to flip a symbol to face
in another direction. And don’t forget the
Flip Vertical command that appears right
next to it.

Circle on
Frame 1

Circle on
Frame 10

Circle on
Frame 20
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INDEX
SYMBOLS
* (asterisks) in text fields, 25
.as files, creating library of
scripts, 142
45-degree angles, drawing, 68
56K connection speed,
testing movies for, 158
100% document view, 22

ignoring white space in XML
files, 145
loadMovie command, loading
JPEG images, 151
locking _root references, 149
opening local files, 154
publishing to version 1.0, 150
variable suffixes, 144
viewing
line numbers, 143
multiple scripts, 147
web site for information, 99
ActionScript.org web site, 99

A
actions on buttons, 155
Actions panel, dragging
and dropping ActionScript
code, 142
ActionScript
button actions, 155
calling JavaScript
functions, 146
case sensitivity, 152
comments in, 148
creating
email messages, 146
library of scripts, 142
pop-up windows, 149
scrollable text fields, 150
disabling
hints, 151
looping Timeline
playback, 147
right-click menu with, 145
dragging and dropping
code, 142
formatting, 148
highlighting code, changing
colors for, 143
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adding. See also inserting
components to Components
panel, 139
keyframes to tweens, 68
links, 126
aliasing fonts, 23
aligning. See also positioning
to grid, 38
objects, 129, 134
at center of stage, 133
alphabetizing folders in
Library, 39
angles, drawing 45-degree
angles, 68
animated symbols
previewing, 46
separating to layers, 31
animation
built-in animations, 60
creating
for broadcast, 121
realistic movement, 62
reversing, 45
shape hints, 71
synchronizing with sound,
174, 177
viewing multiple frames, 57

applying Transform panel
changes, 83
Arrow tool
selecting multiple objects, 88
simplifying shapes, 63
stretching shapes, 62
temporarily switching to, 78
artwork
bitmaps
breaking apart, 168
converting to vector
images, 170
disabling smoothing, 174
editing, 21, 119
as fills, 20
painting text with, 65
updating in Library, 108
importing, 117
as series, 110
with transparency, 114
JPEG images, loading, 151
assets (Library)
alphabetizing folders in, 39
animated symbols,
previewing, 46
copying items to another
document, 52
creating Common
Libraries, 132
current document,
determining, 51
deleting unused items,
172-173
docking, 9
file swapping, 111
importing to, 107
opening without opening
document, 107
preview area, resizing, 49
removing items, undoing
action, 53

selecting multiple items, 41
symbols, editing, 40
updating items, 108
video clips, exporting as
SWF files, 116
asterisks (*) in text fields, 25
B
Back button, enabling in
Flash movies, 169
backgrounds, creating
custom backgrounds, 50
transparent
backgrounds, 159

Brightness effect, creating
fade effects with, 162
Bring to Front feature, 47
broadcast, creating animations for, 121
built-in animations, 60
buttons
actions on, 155
invisible buttons, creating, 96
moving, 133
simple buttons, testing, 133
sound effects for, 94
C

backups
duplicating symbols, 48
saving, 165

cascading windows, 12

backwards compatibility,
113, 123

case sensitivity of
ActionScript, 152

behaviors, creating fades
without, 66

center, drawing shapes
from, 27

bending shapes, 30

centering objects on
stage, 133

bitmaps. See also images
breaking apart, 168
converting to vector
images, 170
disabling smoothing, 174
editing, 21, 119
as fills, 20
painting text with, 65
updating in Library, 108

calling JavaScript
functions, 146

changes, undoing
multiple, 168

Black and White, switching to,
29

changing
Clipboard size limit, 114
code highlight colors, 143
default compression
settings, 167
icons for components, 138
ruler units, 162
undo levels, 172

bounding boxes, hiding, 97

circles, drawing, 59

breaking apart
bitmaps, 168
object groups versus
ungrouping, 136

clearing
histories, 167
Stage, 21
Clipboard, changing size
limit, 114

cloning
layers, 84
symbols, 48
closing. See also removing
documents, 86
panels, 6
pinned scripts, 147
code (ActionScript)
button actions, 155
calling JavaScript
functions, 146
case sensitivity, 152
comments in, 148
creating
email messages, 146
library of scripts, 142
pop-up windows, 149
scrollable text fields, 150
disabling
hints, 151
looping Timeline
playback, 147
right-click menu with, 145
dragging and dropping
code, 142
formatting, 148
highlighting code, changing
colors for, 143
ignoring white space in XML
files, 145
loadMovie command, loading
JPEG images, 151
locking _root references, 149
opening local files, 154
publishing to version 1.0, 150
variable suffixes, 144
viewing
line numbers, 143
multiple scripts, 147
web site for information, 99
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Code Hints
for custom variables, 144
disabling, 151
shape hints, 71
collapsible interface
sections, 7
collapsing. See also
expanding
Color Mixer, 14
panels with keyboard, 76
Property inspector, 15
Color Mixer, collapsing, 14
color palettes, creating
custom, 23
colors
for code highlighting,
changing, 143
gradients, creating
custom, 56
switching to Black and
White, 29
transparency, 67
Web Safe 216 color
palette, 160
commands
creating, 131
deleting, 131
running, 131
comments
in ActionScript, 148
on frames, 152
Common Libraries,
creating, 132
compacting FLA files, 109
Component Inspector versus
Property Inspector, 130
components
changing icons for, 138
Enable Live Preview setting,
disabling, 126
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exporting, 139
and file size, 128
Flash-based media
player, 129
folder organization, 139
Property Inspector versus
Component Inspector, 130
updating, 127
Components panel
adding components to, 139
organization of
components, 139
compression settings
changing default, 167
sound effects, 118
testing, 166
Configuration folder, location
of, 17
connection speeds, testing
movies for, 158
ContextMenu object, 145
Controller toolbar, 13
converting
lines to fills, 171
raster images to vector
images, 170
shapes to symbols, reasons
for, 42
SWF files to FLA files, 102
symbols to shapes, 69
timelines to symbols, 70
copying. See also duplicating
fills, 24
frames, 84
Library items to another
document, 52
objects, 84
strokes, 24
Transform panel changes, 83

Corsaro, Sandro (The Flash
Animator), 103
creating. See also drawing
animations for
broadcast, 121
Commands, 131
Common Libraries, 132
custom backgrounds, 50
custom color palettes, 23
custom gradients, 56
custom strokes, 33
documents, 85
from templates, 112
drop-shadows, 58
email messages, 146
fade effects with Brightness
effect, 162
fades without behaviors, 66
guide layers, 44
guides, 44
invisible buttons, 96
library of scripts, 142
masks, 59
Motion Tweens, 67
Named Anchors, 169
new windows, 16
pop-up windows, 149
publishing profiles, 120
realistic movement, 62
rounded rectangles, 26
scrollable text fields, 150
spheres, 56
templates, 113
text blocks, 32
transparent
backgrounds, 159
tweens for multiple
frames, 69
cropping documents, 160
current document,
determining, 51

curves in shapes, reducing
number of, 175
custom backgrounds,
creating, 50
custom color palettes,
creating, 23
custom gradients,
creating, 56
custom strokes, creating, 33
custom variables,
hints for, 144
customizable Toolbar, 20
customizing Ease values, 64
cycling through
font list, 81
panels, 76
tabbed documents, 76
D
Debugger window, 135
default compression settings,
changing, 167
deleting. See also removing
Commands, 131
unused Library items,
172-173
user preferences, 95
dimensions of movies, 161
disabling
dockable panels, 8
Enable Live Preview
setting, 126
hints, 151
looping Timeline
playback, 147
printing, 153
right-click menu, 145, 154
smoothing (bitmaps), 174
warning boxes, 93

distributing objects, 129

drop-shadows, creating, 58

dockable panels, 7
disabling, 8

duplicating. See also copying
layers, 84
symbols, 48

docking Library, 9
document view, scaling, 22
documents. See also
FLA files
cascading, 12
closing, 86
creating, 85
from templates, 112
cropping, 160
current document,
determining, 51
publishing as projectors, 112
reverting to saved, 88
saving
backups, 165
Failed to Save error, 92
as Flash MX documents,
113, 123
Save and Compact
option, 109
as templates, 113
searching, 131-132
starting with documents
open, 93
tabbed documents, cycling
through, 76
tiling, 11
viewing in Outlines preview
mode, 12, 46
dragging and dropping
ActionScript code, 142
drawing. See also creating
45-degree angles, 68
circles, 59
perfect shapes, 59
shapes
from center, 27
without strokes/fills, 29

E
Ease values, Motion Tweens
creating realistic
movement, 62
customizing with keyframes,
64
editing
bitmaps, 21, 119
grid properties, 38
imported video clips, 106
keyboard shortcuts, 77
multiple text fields, 80
sound effects, 97
symbols, 40, 82
Timeline, keyboard
shortcuts, 80
email messages, creating, 146
embedding font outlines, 127
partial sets, 158
Enable Live Preview setting,
disabling, 126
enabling. See also viewing
Back button in Flash
movies, 169
Controller toolbar, 13
floating panels, 8
Main toolbar, 13
warning boxes, 93
Eraser tool
clearing Stage, 21
erasing strokes/fills without
affecting the other, 34
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erasing
fills without erasing
strokes, 34
strokes without erasing
fills, 34
errors. See also
troubleshooting
Failed to Save error, 92
Motion Tweens, 92
Shape Tweens, 92
expanding. See also
collapsing
panels with keyboard, 76
Property inspector, 15
exporting
components, 139
video clips as SWF files, 116
to video formats, 115
Eyedropper tool, copying
strokes and fills, 24
F
fade effects, creating
with Brightness effect, 162
without behaviors, 66
Failed to Save error, 92
Favourite Website Awards
web site, 98
file size
and components, 128
determining reasons for, 163
reducing, 109
file swapping, 111
files
cascading, 12
closing, 86
creating, 85
from templates, 112
cropping, 160
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current document,
determining, 51
FLA files
compacting, 109
converting SWF
files to, 102
folder location for, 106
saving as Flash MX
documents, 113, 123
PSD files, importing, 116
publishing as projectors, 112
reverting to saved, 88
saving
backups, 165
Failed to Save error, 92
as Flash MX documents,
113, 123
Save and Compact
option, 109
as templates, 113
searching, 131-132
starting with documents
open, 93
SWF files
converting to FLA
files, 102
exporting video
clips as, 116
folder location for, 106
optimization, problems
with, 122
protecting from
import, 119
tabbed documents, cycling
through, 76
tiling, 11
viewing in Outlines preview
mode, 12, 46
fills
bitmaps as, 20
converting lines to, 171

copying, 24
drawing shapes without, 29
erasing without erasing
strokes, 34
locking, 30
troubleshooting, 34
filters in Movie Explorer
panel, 131
Find & Replace window, 132
finding layers for objects, 82
fixed mode text blocks
creating, 32
switching to free mode, 28
FLA files. See also
documents
compacting, 109
converting SWF files to, 102
folder location for, 106
saving as Flash MX
documents, 113, 123
The Flash Animator
(Corsaro), 103
Flash Kit web site, 100
Flash MX, saving documents
as, 113, 123
Flash plug-in,
uninstalling, 177
Flash Writer plug-in for
Illustrator, 109
Flash-based media player
component, 129
FlashSupport.com
web site, 100
flipping symbols, 73
floating panels, enabling, 8
folder location of
preferences, 17
folder organization of
components, 139

folders
alphabetizing in Library, 39
Layer Folders, nesting, 42
for published files, 106
font list, cycling through, 81
font mapping, 136
font outlines, embedding, 127
partial sets, 158
fonts. See also text
aliasing, 23
embedding font outlines, 127
multiple fonts in text
blocks, 64
pixel fonts, 171
styles for, 96
formatting ActionScript, 148

stepping through, 77
view options for, 39
free mode text blocks
creating, 32
switching to fixed mode, 28
Free Transform tool
bending and twisting
shapes, 30
scaling
objects, 22
text, 65
functions (JavaScript),
calling, 146

hiding. See also removing
bounding boxes, 97
panels, 5
highlighting code, changing
colors for, 143
hints
for custom variables, 144
disabling, 151
shape hints, 71
histories, clearing, 167
History panel, undoing
multiple changes, 168
I

G

frame rates, 164

gaps in shapes,
troubleshooting fills, 34

frame spans, 69
selecting, 85

gradients, creating
custom, 56

frames
animation frames, viewing
multiple, 57
comments on, 152
copying, 84
disabling printing of, 153
inserting multiple, 87
keyframes
adding to tweens, 68
customizing Ease values
with, 64
moving, 45
in layers
inserting, 51
selecting all, 49
limits on number of, 94
multiple frames, creating
tweens for, 69
in Timeline
moving, 45
reversing, 45

graphic symbols versus
movie clip symbols, 176
grid
aligning to, 38
editing properties of, 38
groups, ungrouping versus
breaking apart, 136
guide layers, creating, 44
guides
creating, 44
Motion Guides and
masks, 61
H
hairline strokes, 33
Hand tool
Show All document view, 22
temporarily switching to, 79
height setting for layers, 14

icons for components,
changing, 138
ignoring white space in XML
files, 145
Illustrator files, importing, 109
images
bitmap images
breaking apart, 168
converting to vector
images, 170
disabling smoothing, 174
editing, 21, 119
as fills, 20
painting text with, 65
updating in Library, 108
importing, 117
as series, 110
with transparency, 114
JPEG images, loading, 151
imported video clips,
editing, 106
importing
Illustrator files, 109
images, 117
with transparency, 114

help system, updating, 137
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to Library, 107
Photoshop files, 116
protecting SWF files
from, 119
QuickTime movies, 108
series of images, 110
video clips, 106
XML files, ignoring white
space, 145
Ink Bottle tool, creating
custom strokes, 33
inserting
frames in layers, 51
multiple frames, 87
inside the lines, painting, 72
inspiration, Favourite Website
Awards web site, 98
installations of Flash,
transferring, 99
instances, swapping symbols
for, 98
invisible buttons, creating, 96

cycling through
font list, 81
panels, 76
tabbed documents, 76
editing, 77
inserting multiple frames, 87
selecting multiple objects, 88
stepping through
Timeline, 77
temporarily switching
to Arrow tool, 78
to Hand tool, 79
text tracking, 86
for Timeline, 80
for tools, 79
unselecting objects, 78
writing down, 89
zooming, 81
keyframes. See also frames
adding to tweens, 68
customizing Ease values
with, 64
moving, 45

invisible layers, creating, 44
L
J
JavaScript
calling functions, 146
creating pop-up
windows, 149
JPEG images, loading, 151
K
kerning text, 70
keyboard shortcuts
closing documents, 86
for common activities, 83
copying, 84
creating documents, 85
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Lasso tool, selecting
polygons, 28
Layer Folders, nesting, 42
layer names, viewing, 10
layers
custom backgrounds,
creating, 50
duplicating, 84
finding for objects, 82
frames
inserting, 51
selecting all, 49
guide layers, creating, 44
height setting, 14
masks, creating, 59

naming, 10
objects, Bring to Front/Send
to Back, 47
outline view, 46
selecting multiple, 32
separating symbols to, 31
toggling options, 47
layout of panels, saving, 6
Library
alphabetizing folders in, 39
animated symbols,
previewing, 46
copying items to another
document, 52
creating Common
Libraries, 132
current document,
determining, 51
deleting unused items,
172-173
docking, 9
file swapping, 111
importing to, 107
opening without opening
document, 107
preview area, resizing, 49
removing items, undoing
action, 53
selecting multiple items, 41
symbols, editing, 40
updating items, 108
video clips, exporting as
SWF files, 116
library of scripts,
creating, 142
limitations
Clipboard size,
changing, 114
on number of symbols and
frames, 94

line numbers in ActionScript,
viewing, 143
lines, converting to fills, 171.
See also strokes
links, adding, 126
loading JPEG images, 151
loadMovie command, loading
JPEG images, 151

Motion Tweens
creating, 67
Ease values
creating realistic
movement, 62
customizing with
keyframes, 64
errors, 92

multiple frames
creating tweens for, 69
inserting, 87
multiple layers, selecting, 32
multiple Library items,
selecting, 41
multiple objects, selecting, 88
multiple scripts, viewing, 147

local files, opening, 154

mouse wheel, scrubbing
Timeline, 53

locking
fills, 30
_root references, 149

movie clip symbols versus
graphic symbols, 176

N

movie clips, previewing, 95

Named Anchors, creating, 169

Movie Explorer panel, 131

names of layers, viewing, 10

movies. See also video clips
dimensions of, 161
enabling Back button in, 169
frame rates, 164
playback speed on
Macintosh machines, 161
testing, 111
for slower connection
speeds, 158

naming
layers, 10
variables, suffixes, 144

looping Timeline
playback, 135
disabling, 147
M
Macintosh machines,
playback speed on, 161
Macromedia Flash MX Bible
(Reinhardt), 100
Macromedia web site, 101

media player component, 129

moving
buttons, 133
keyframes, 45
objects
by nudge factor, 41
by pixels, 40
pivot points, 25
Toolbar, 13
within Timeline. See
scrubbing Timeline

missing fonts, font
mapping, 136

multiple animation frames,
viewing, 57

morphing text, 61

multiple changes,
undoing, 168

macros. See commands
Magic Wand properties, 21
Main toolbar, 13
masks
creating, 59
and Motion Guides, 61
painting text with bitmaps, 65
previewing, 43

Motion Guides and masks, 61

multiple fonts in text
blocks, 64

multiple text fields, editing, 80

nesting Layer Folders, 42
new windows, creating, 16
nudge factor, moving
objects, 41
Null sound, synchronizing
sound and animation, 174
O
objects. See also shapes
aligning, 134
to grid, 38
Bring to Front/Send to
Back, 47
centering on stage, 133
copying, 84
distributing evenly, 129
finding layer for, 82
moving
by nudge factor, 41
by pixels, 40
pasting in exact place, 87
rotating, 25
scaling with Transform
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panel, 128
selecting multiple, 88
sizing precisely, 130
snapping to, 31
ungrouping versus breaking
apart object groups, 136
unselecting, 78
Onion Skinning mode, 57
open documents
cascading, 12
starting with, 93
tiling, 11
opening
Library without opening
document, 107
local files, 154
optimization
problems with, 122
for slower connection
speeds, 158
organization of
components, 139
orientation of text,
changing, 27
outlines (strokes)
45-degree angles,
drawing, 68
copying, 24
creating custom, 33
drawing shapes without, 29
erasing without erasing
fills, 34
hairline strokes, 33
painting inside of, 72
removing, 24

P
Paint Bucket tool, locking
fills, 30
Paintbrush tool
painting inside the lines, 72
pressure settings, 66
painting
inside the lines, 72
text with bitmaps, 65
panel sets
removing, 6
saving, 6
panels
collapsing/expanding with
keyboard, 76
cycling through, 76
dockable panels, 7
disabling, 8
floating panels, enabling, 8
hiding, 5
removing, 6
retrieving from beyond edge
of screen, 17
saving layout of, 6
panning
Stage, 79
symbols, 38

placing Timeline, 4
playback looping, 135
disabling, 147
playback speed on Macintosh
machines, 161
plug-ins, uninstalling, 177
polygons, selecting
with Lasso tool, 28. See
also shapes
pop-up windows,
creating, 149
positioning objects precisely,
130. See also aligning
precisely sizing and
positioning objects, 130
preferences. See user
preferences
pressure settings for
tablets, 66
preview area of Library,
resizing, 49
Preview modes, Outlines,
12, 46

partial font outline sets,
embedding, 158

previewing
animated symbols, 46
masks, 43
movie clips, 95
movies, 111

password protection, 25

printing, disabling, 153

pasting objects in exact
place, 87

product activation, 99

perfect shapes, drawing, 59

Outlines preview mode, 12, 46

Photoshop files,
importing, 116

overlapping shapes, 58

pinned scripts, 147
pivot points, moving, 25
pixel fonts, 171
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pixels, snapping to, 40

profiles of publishing
settings, 120
progressive JPEGs, 151
projectors, 112
properties
of grid, editing, 38
Magic Wand, 21

Property inspector
collapsing, 15
expanding, 15
precisely positioning or sizing
objects, 130
versus Component
Inspector, 130
protecting SWF files from
import, 119
PSD files, importing, 116
published files, folder
location for, 106
publishing
to ActionScript
version 1.0, 150
documents as projectors,
112
profiles for, 120
Q-R
QuickTime movies,
importing, 108
raster images, converting
to vector images, 170. See
also bitmaps
realistic movement,
creating, 62
Rectangle tool, rounded
rectangles, 26
reducing
curves in shapes, 175
file size, 109
Reinhardt, Robert
(Macromedia Flash MX
Bible), 100
removing
Library items, undoing
action, 53
panel sets, 6
panels, 6

strokes, 24
Timeline, 9
replacing Library files, 111
resizing
documents, 160
Library preview area, 49
text blocks, 28, 65
retrieving panels from beyond
edge of screen, 17
reverse engineering, 102
reversing animations, 45
reverting to saved
document, 88
right-click menu, disabling,
145, 154
_root, locking references
to, 149
rotating
objects, 25
shapes, 25
text, 27
rounded rectangles,
creating, 26
ruler units, changing, 162
rulers, creating guides, 44
running Commands, 131
S
Save and Compact
option, 109
saved document,
reverting to, 88
saving
documents
backups, 165
Failed To Save error, 92
as Flash MX documents,
113, 123

Save and Compact
option, 109
as templates, 113
panel layout, 6
sets of actions as
Commands, 131
scaling
document view, 22
objects with Transform
panel, 128
shapes, 22
symbols, 22
text, 65
Scene panel, 134
scenes
custom backgrounds, 50
Scene panel, 134
scripts
ActionScript
button actions, 155
calling JavaScript
functions, 146
case sensitivity, 152
comments in, 148
dragging and dropping
code, 142
email messages,
creating, 146
formatting, 148
highlighting code,
changing colors for, 143
hints, disabling, 151
ignoring white space in
XML files, 145
library of scripts,
creating, 142
line numbers,
viewing, 143
loadMovie command,
loading JPEG
images, 151
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locking _root
references, 149
looping Timeline playback,
disabling, 147
multiple scripts,
viewing, 147
opening local files, 154
pop-up windows,
creating, 149
publishing to
version 1.0, 150
right-click menu,
disabling, 145
scrollable text fields,
creating, 150
variable suffixes, 144
web site for
information, 99
creating library of, 142
viewing multiple, 147
scrollable text fields,
creating, 150
scrubbing Timeline, 53
searching documents,
131-132
selecting
all frames in layers, 49
frame spans, 85
multiple layers, 32
multiple Library items, 41
multiple objects, 88
polygons with Lasso tool, 28
shapes, 26
Send to Back feature, 47
separating symbols to
layers, 31
series of images,
importing, 110
shadows, creating dropshadows, 58
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shape hints, 71
Shape Tweens
errors, 92
morphing text, 61
shapes. See also objects;
polygons
bending and twisting, 30
converting
lines to fills, 171
symbols to, 69
to symbols, reasons
for, 42
determining, 89
drawing
from center, 27
without strokes/fills, 29
fills
bitmaps as, 20
converting lines to, 171
copying, 24
drawing shapes
without, 29
erasing without erasing
strokes, 34
locking, 30
troubleshooting, 34
overlapping, 58
painting inside the lines, 72
perfect shapes, drawing, 59
reducing number of
curves, 175
rotating, 25
scaling, 22
selecting, 26
simplifying, 63
stretching, 62
strokes
45-degree angles,
drawing, 68
copying, 24

creating custom, 33
drawing shapes
without, 29
erasing without erasing
fills, 34
hairline strokes, 33
painting inside of, 72
removing, 24
shortcuts, keyboard
closing documents, 86
for common activities, 83
copying, 84
creating documents, 85
cycling through
font list, 81
panels, 76
tabbed documents, 76
editing, 77
inserting multiple frames, 87
selecting multiple objects, 88
stepping through
Timeline, 77
temporarily switching
to Arrow tool, 78
to Hand tool, 79
text tracking, 86
for Timeline, 80
for tools, 79
unselecting objects, 78
writing down, 89
zooming, 81
Show All document view, 22
showing. See also enabling
ActionScript line
numbers, 143
documents in Outlines
preview mode, 12, 46
grid layout, 38
layer names, 10
multiple animation frames, 57

multiple scripts, 147
panels from beyond edge of
screen, 17
shrinking. See also
expanding
Color Mixer, 14
panels with keyboard, 76
Property inspector, 15
simple buttons, testing, 133
simplifying shapes, 63
size limit of Clipboard,
changing, 114

span-based Timeline
option, 52
spans, 69
selecting, 85
speed of playback on
Macintosh machines, 161
spell-check feature, 137
spheres, creating, 56
Stage
centering objects on, 133
clearing, 21
panning, 79
unselecting objects, 78

size of files
and components, 128
determining reasons for, 163
reducing, 109

stepping through Timeline, 77

size of movies, 161

stretching shapes, 62

sizing objects precisely, 130

strokes
45-degree angles,
drawing, 68
copying, 24
creating custom, 33
drawing shapes without, 29
erasing without erasing
fills, 34
hairline strokes, 33
painting inside of, 72
removing, 24

slower connection speeds,
testing movies for, 158
smoothing (bitmaps),
disabling, 174
snapping
to objects, 31
to pixels, 40
software installations,
transferring, 99
Sothink SWF Decompiler web
site, 102
sound effects
for buttons, 94
compression, 118
synchronizing with animation,
174, 177
trimming, 97
spacing
objects evenly, 129
text, kerning letter by
letter, 70

starting with documents
open, 93

styles for fonts, 96
suffixes, naming
variables, 144

optimization, problems
with, 122
protecting from import, 119
switching
to Arrow tool, temporarily, 78
between fixed and free mode
text blocks, 28
to Black and White, 29
to Hand tool, temporarily, 79
tabbed documents, 76
symbols
animated symbols,
previewing, 46
converting
shapes to, reasons for, 42
to shapes, 69
timelines to, 70
determining, 89
duplicating, 48
editing, 40, 82
flipping, 73
graphic symbols versus
movie clip symbols, 176
limits on number of, 94
panning, 38
scaling, 22
separating to layers, 31
swapping for instances, 98
synchronizing sound and
animation, 174, 177
T

swapping
Library files, 111
symbols for instances, 98

tablets, pressure settings, 66

SWF files
converting to FLA files, 102
exporting video clips as, 116
folder location for, 106

templates
creating, 113
creating documents
from, 112

tabbed documents, cycling
through, 76
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temporarily switching
to Arrow tool, 78
to Hand tool, 79
testing
compression settings, 166
movies, 111
for slower connection
speeds, 158
simple buttons, 133
text. See also fonts
aliasing, 23
kerning, 70
morphing, 61
painting with bitmaps, 65
rotating, 27
scaling, 65
spell-check feature, 137
tracking, 86
text blocks
asterisks in, 25
creating, 32
editing multiple, 80
multiple fonts in, 64
resizing, 28, 65
scrollable text fields,
creating, 150
switching between fixed and
free modes, 28
text fields. See text blocks
tiling windows, 11
Timeline
frames
comments on, 152
disabling printing of, 153
moving, 45
reversing, 45
view options for, 39
inserting
frames in layers, 51
multiple frames, 87
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keyboard shortcuts, 80
Layer Folders, nesting, 42
looping playback, 135
disabling, 147
Onion Skinning mode, 57
placing, 4
removing, 9
scrubbing, 53
selecting frame spans, 85
span-based Timeline
option, 52
stepping through, 77
Timeline Effects, 60
timelines, converting to
symbols, 70
toggling layer options, 47
Toolbar, moving, 13
toolbars
Controller, 13
customizable Toolbar, 20
Main, 13
tools
Arrow
selecting multiple
objects, 88
simplifying shapes, 63
stretching shapes, 62
temporarily
switching to, 78
Eraser
clearing Stage, 21
erasing strokes/fills
without affecting the
other, 34
Eyedropper, copying strokes
and fills, 24
Free Transform
bending and twisting
shapes, 30
scaling objects, 22
scaling text, 65

Hand
Show All document
view, 22
temporarily
switching to, 79
Ink Bottle, creating custom
strokes, 33
keyboard shortcuts, 79
Lasso, selecting
polygons, 28
Magic Wand, properties, 21
Paint Bucket, locking fills, 30
Paintbrush
painting inside the
lines, 72
pressure settings, 66
Rectangle, rounded
rectangles, 26
Zoom, 100% document
view, 22
tracking for text, 86
transferring software
installations, 99
Transform panel
copying and applying
changes, 83
scaling objects, 128
transparency, 67
importing images with, 114
transparent backgrounds, creating, 159
trimming sound effects, 97
troubleshooting
bitmaps, 168
converting SWF files to FLA
files, 102
with Debugger window, 135
deleting user preferences, 95

errors
Failed to Save error, 92
Motion Tweens, 92
Shape Tweens, 92
fills, 34
importing QuickTime
movies, 108
loading JPEG images, 151
web sites for
information, 101
tweens
adding keyframes to, 68
creating for multiple
frames, 69
Motion Tweens
creating, 67
creating realistic
movement with Ease
values, 62
customizing Ease values
with keyframes, 64
errors, 92
Shape Tweens
errors, 92
morphing text, 61
twisting shapes, 30
U
undo levels, changing
number of, 172
undoing
multiple changes, 168
removing Library items, 53
ungrouping objects versus
breaking apart object
groups, 136
uninstalling Flash plug-in, 177

unused Library items,
deleting, 172-173
updating
components, 127
help system, 137
Library items, 108
user preferences
deleting, 95
folder location of, 17
V
variables, naming, 144
vector images, converting
raster images to, 170
vertical text, changing to, 27
video clips. See also movies
exporting as SWF files, 116
importing, 106
QuickTime movies, 108
video formats,
exporting to, 115

W-Z
warning boxes, enabling/
disabling, 93
We’re Here web site, 101
Web Safe 216 color
palette, 160
web sites
ActionScript.org, 99
Favourite Website
Awards, 98
Flash Kit, 100
Flash Writer plug-in for
Illustrator, 109
FlashSupport.com, 100
Macromedia, 101
Sothink SWF
Decompiler, 102
troubleshooting
information, 101
We’re Here, 101
white space in XML files,
ignoring, 145

Video Import wizard, 106
viewing. See also enabling
ActionScript line
numbers, 143
documents in Outlines
preview mode, 12, 46
grid layout, 38
layer names, 10
multiple animation frames, 57
multiple scripts, 147
panels from beyond edge of
screen, 17

windows
cascading, 12
creating
new windows, 16
pop-up windows, 149
tiling, 11
XML files, importing, 145
Zoom tool, 100% document
view, 22
zooming, 81

views
scaling, 22
for Timeline frames, 39

unselecting objects on
Stage, 78
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